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This familiar favorite in Jerry Pallotta's best-selling alphabet book series takes you underwater to

explore the coral reef. From Angelfish to Zebra Pipefish, an alphabet of amazing tropical creatures

leads us through this important ecological system.Vivid, color illustrations enhance a fact-filled,

entertaining text which teaches the young and not-so-young reader about the fascinating life on the

coral reef.
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We had to buy a second copy (a hardcover) because our sons loved the first, paperback, version to

death. Taught my kids not only the alphabet but the names of all the fish. I is for Indigo Hamlet was

one of my son's first sentences! My four-year-old can i.d. all these fish at the San Diego aquarium

(and wants us to find the others at another aquarium). Never boring for adults, unlike some alphabet

books.

I bought this book because my class is studying oceans. I thought the book might be dull but I

needed something and didn't find much else. I had already covered whates, dolphins and sharks.



So anyway I read it before bringing the book to school and found it entertaining and amusing. The

book is not afraid to be funny. It really lightened up the subject and I can't wait to read it to my

students. Thanks Jerry!

I can't say enough great things about these books. Jerry Pallotta has a unique take on the "ABC"

type books you usually see for kids. These are not just for learning the alphabet (and probably

actually not intended for that at all) but are more of an encyclopedia of quick facts about the subject

matter. My 3-year old LOVES this one and the others that he has -- He points out the letters of

course, but also now knows what a Riojasaurus is (from the Dinosaur version), too! My husband

and I even have learned from reading these to him. Highly recommended for an "outside of the box"

ABC book.

A wonderfully fun way to teach not only the alphabet, but fish, other sea life and a few of the

mysteries of the world's coral reefs. The children I work with never fail to CACKLE and GUFFAW

when I get to letter H, and the Humu-Humu-Nuku-Nuku-Apua.

The two and a half year old I purchased this for, was not interested in this book. He usually sits and

loves to look at all kinds of pictures. I think the book will be good for him when he is about 3 1/2 or 4

years old or older and learning the alphabet

What a surprisingly funny and entertaining book! I found this at a local thrift store, and am so happy

to have stumbled upon it. I can definitely see my four year old daughter and me reading it over and

over again, and cracking up over the little humorous comments inserted here and there. Jerry

Pallotta has written a non fiction book about the ocean creatures in a way that helps a student (and

teacher) learn without even realizing it because they're having such fun! I highly recommend this for

those who want to teach or learn about some interesting creatures in our magnificent oceans!

This book is amazing! I have been going on an annual Marine Biology Trip with my dad since I was

little and now I am one of the teachers. The information in this book is great and I look forward to

teaching/reading it to my daughter as she grows up. There is so much information in this book that

we teach to the high school students on our trip! I think this is a great way to help my daughter get

interested and excited about marine biology at a young age! Maybe one day she'll be a teacher on

the trip too!



I thought this would be a good alpha book for younger students, but it is very wordy. Lots of good

info, but too much for little ones. Would be better for 2nd or 3rd grade, but not for alpha. It would be

better for science info for things that live under the sea.
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